Three strongly sequential, lossless compression schemes, one with linearly growing per-letter computational complexity, and two with xed per-letter complexity, are presented and analyzed for memoryless sources with abruptly changing statistics. The rst method, which improves on Willems' weighting approach, asymptotically achieves a lower bound on the redundancy, and hence is optimal. The second scheme achieves redundancy of O (log N=N ) when the transitions in the statistics are large, and O (log log N= log N ) otherwise. The third approach always achieves redundancy of O p log N=N . Obviously, the two xed complexity approaches can be easily combined to achieve the better redundancy between the two. Simulation results support the analytical bounds derived for all the coding schemes.
Introduction
Traditional sequential universal lossless source coding schemes are usually designed for classes of stationary sources. Not surprisingly, these schemes may perform poorly when the source is non-stationary, unless some adaptation mechanism is applied. While 25] have been developed and applied for general non-stationary sources, much less attention has been devoted to systematic, rigorous theoretical development of universal codes for simple classes of non-stationary sources. One example of such a class is that of memoryless sources with piecewise xed letter probabilities 11]-12], 16]-19], namely, sources for which the probability mass function (PMF) is subjected to occasional abrupt changes. This model is useful in several application areas, like compression of speech or text retrieved from several sources, edge information in images, and abrupt scene changes in video coding.
In this paper, we adopt this simple model of piecewise stationary memoryless source (PSMS). Neither the source parameters at any stationary segment, nor the transition locations and their number are assumed to be known in advance. One can show that traditional adaptation mechanisms combined with classical compression schemes perform poorly for this class. Dynamic Hu man coding requires large block length, and thus exponentially large dictionary, in order to approach the entropy even in a stationary segment. Variations of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm require increasing window length, which results in slow convergence to the source entropy. One may use adaptive entropy coding w.r.t. estimated letter probabilities across a sliding window or an exponential one. But such estimates have non-decaying variance, and thus yield poor coding performance.
This calls for a di erent approach. First, recall the well-known fact that, ignoring asymptotically negligible integer length constraints, the problem of sequential lossless coding (using e.g., arithmetic coding 7], 8]), is completely equivalent to the problem of sequential probability assignment, where the length function of the code is understood as the negative logarithm of the assigned probability, i.e., the ideal code length. From this point on, we treat the latter problem.
To the best of our knowledge, universal coding for the PSMS model was rst investigated by Merhav 11 ] (see also 12]). Merhav showed that the average universal coding redundancy over all sequences of N letters, drawn by almost any PSMS with C transitions from an alphabet of r letters, is lower bounded by R N (1 ? ") r ? 1 2 (C + 1) + C log N N : (1) This bound was presented as a sum of two terms: The rst term, henceforth referred to as parameter redundancy (PR), corresponds to universality w.r.t. the unknown source parameters within each stationary segment. It consists of 0:5 log N=N bits per symbol for each component of the parameter vector and each stationary segment (see, Rissanen 13] ). The second term, henceforth referred to as transition redundancy (TR), corresponds to universality w.r.t. the unknown transition times from one stationary segment to another. This term consists of log N=N bits per symbol for each such transition.
In 11], Merhav also demonstrated a universal compression scheme for the PSMS that achieves this lower bound. This scheme employs the method of mixtures in two stages. The rst-stage mixture gives Krichevsky-Tro mov probability estimates 10] for each set of transition times, henceforth referred to as transition path. The second-stage mixture is performed over all possible transition paths. A strongly sequential version of this scheme was also obtained. That is, a scheme that sequentially updates the conditional coding probability of the next symbol given the past, independently of the future and of the horizon N. Merhav 's scheme is of linearly increasing per-letter coding complexity, when we assume at most a single transition. It can be generalized to any xed number of transitions, yielding an algorithm of polynomially increasing complexity, and to an exponentially increasing complexity scheme if no assumption of a xed number of transitions is made.
Three strongly sequential schemes of smaller, but still increasing complexity, for universal coding of PSMS's were later proposed by . These schemes are all based on context tree coding 20] combined with arithmetic coding. They all obtain redundancy of at least O (log N=N), but with coe cients larger than the coe cient of the lower bound in 11]. Willems implemented two-stage mixtures as described above by constructing suitable state diagrams for the second-stage mixture. The weight of a transition path in the mixture is hence obtained by state transition weights along the path. The rst two schemes ( 16] 19] , selectively eliminates states according to the time they were created. This scheme is still of increasing complexity of O (log N) and achieves per-letter redundancy of O log 2 N=N overall. To the best of our knowledge, no xed complexity universal scheme has been obtained for PSMS's.
In this paper, we derive, analyze and present simulation results of three new universal strongly sequential data compression schemes for PSMS's based on context tree coding. The rst scheme achieves the lower bound on the redundancy, whereas the two other schemes provide slower decay rate of the redundancy, but have xed complexity (and logarithmic bit storage complexity). The rst scheme is a generalization of Merhav's scheme which uses Willems' linear transition diagram with di erent weights. Similarly as Willems' scheme, it is of linearly increasing per-letter complexity. Unlike all the schemes presented in 11], 16]-19], for which the number of states grows with time, the last two schemes have xed number of states, and hence can be applied for practical purposes. Although the convergence rate does not meet the bound, it is better than any existing low-complexity scheme for PSMS's.
The second scheme combines decisions based on the observed past with a reduced-state transition diagram, using di erent state transition weights than those used by Willems. It uses decisions to eliminate unlikely states in the diagram, thus preserving a xed number of states. This scheme achieves average redundancy of O (log N=N) for large transitions if the number of stationary segments is upper bounded by some constant S, that depends on the design parameters of the scheme. Otherwise, pointwise redundancy (for any N-tuple) of at most O (log log N= log N) is obtained. In the third scheme, we partition the data sequence into smaller blocks and encode each one separately.
Using the optimal block length, we achieve pointwise redundancy of O p log N=N . Simulations show that the true redundancies of the last two schemes are even better than the upper bounds obtained.
We can easily combine both xed complexity schemes to obtain the better redundancy between the two for any sequence. We hence obtain a maximum upper bound of O p log N=N , which is better than the currently known O (1= log N) upper bound of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 contains notation and de nitions. In Section 3 we generalize the analysis for the redundancy of a coding scheme. Section 4 presents the rst scheme of linear per-letter complexity. In Section 5, we describe and analyze the second scheme of decisions and weighting. Section 6 presents the block partitioning scheme along with the analysis of its rate of convergence. Numerical results are presented in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, we present the summary and conclusions of this work.
Notation and De nitions
Let fP g be a parametric family of memoryless stationary PMF's of vectors whose components take on values in a nite alphabet of size r. The parameter designates the r ? 1 dimensional vector of letter probabilities. A string drawn by the source from time instant i to time instant j (x i ; x i+1 ; : : : ; x j ) ; j > i, will be denoted by x j i . Let x N 1 4 = x N 4 = (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ; : : : ; x N ) be a string emitted from an r-ary PMF whose parameter takes on a particular value 0 from n = 1 to n = t 1 ? 1; then = 1 from n = t 1 until n = t 2 ? 1, and so on. Finally, from n = t C to n = N, is held at C . The vectors fx 1 ; : : : ; x t 1 ?1 g, fx t 1 ; : : : ; x t 2 ?1 g ; ; fx t C ; : : : ; x N g will be referred to as stationary segments, and correspondingly, 0 ; 1 ; ; C will be called the segmental parameters. It will be assumed that the di erent segments are statistically independent. The extended vector ( 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; C ) will be denoted by , and will be referred to as the parameter set. The C dimensional vector, representing the C time instants before which transitions take place, (t 1 ; t 2 ; : : : ; t C ), will be denoted by T , and referred to as the true transition path. For convenience, we de ne t 0 4 = 1 and t C+1 4 = N + 1. We will assume that the number of transitions C is either xed or is of lower order than the time n. Noting that C is a function of the dimension of the other parameters, the PMF of the PSMS is parameterized by the pair f ; T g, and de ned as follows. where P i (x n ) is the probability of the letter x n drawn by P i , which for simplicity, will be denoted by P i , and n t i+1 ?1 t i (u) denotes the number of occurrences of u 2 within the i-th segment.
The per-letter average entropy of a PSMS is obtained by (4) where H ( i ) is the entropy of the i-th segment.
Since we assume no prior knowledge of f ; T g, we will not be able to assign the true probability of the sequence for a coding scheme. Instead, we will seek a universal sequential probability assignment that will implement a two stage mixture and will serve as the basis for arithmetic coding. The probability assigned to the substring x n by an algorithm A will be denoted by Q A (x n ).
To enable sequential updating of Q A , the conditional probability Q A ? x n j x n?1 de ned by 13] as Q A x n j x n?1 4 = Q A (x n ) =Q A x n?1 ; (5) must be well de ned. Additionally, in order to enable the use of arithmetic coding, the assigned probability must ful ll the terms described in 20] Q A x n?1 1 = X xn2 Q A (x n 1 ) ; 8x n?1 1 2 n?1 ; (6) where the probability of the empty string is one by convention.
The rst-stage mixture, implemented to obtain the assigned probability, is performed for a given transition path. The conditional probability assignment Q x N j T 0 given any transition path T 0 4 = (t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 C ), is recursively de ned using the Krichevsky-Tro mov (KT) empirical estimates 10], that result from mixing the parameter with a Dirichlet(0:5) prior. The KT estimates will be used with relative frequency counts that are reset at every hypothesized transition. Speci cally, the conditional letter probability is de ned as Q X t = u j x t?1 1 ; T 0 4 = n t?1
; t 0 i t < t 0 i+1 ; 8u 2 ;
and the probability of an n-tuple is obtained by
= Q x n?1 1 j T 0 Q x n j x n?1 1 ; T 0 ; where x 0 1 represents the null string, whose probability is one by convention.
To implement the second stage mixture, the probability assigned to an N-tuple will be a weighted sum of conditional probability assignments given transition paths. Each probability assumes a di erent path T 0 from a set of paths fT g A , selected by the algorithm A. Each path will be weighted with some weight function W A (T 0 ).
The weight function must be non-negative for all T 0 and satisfy X T 0 2fT g A W A
? T 0 = 1:
The idea of the coding scheme is to construct a group fT g A that always includes the true transition set T , or at least a good estimateT (12) where E f ;T g denotes the expectation w.r.t. a given PSMS f ; T g. The DR is the additional redundancy caused by estimation error of the transition path and the segmental parameters it imposes. These terms all depend on the speci c algorithm, but of course, it is the total redundancy that should be compared to the lower bound.
Assigning the KT estimate to a stationary segment of length m results in additional r?1 2 log m+ O (1) code bits of unnormalized PR for that segment 10], 14], similarly to Rissanen's lower bound.
Hence, using the conditional probability assignment of eqs. (7)- (8) From eq. (9) and the de nition of TR in (13), we obtain that the TR depends on the weight ofT and is upper bounded by
The inequality holds by de nition ofT . The DR results from coding more than one true stationary segment as if it were a single stationary block. Assume the block x i+m i+1 of length m contains data drawn by s distributions P u+1 to P u+s , and assume this block is coded as if it were drawn by a stationary PMF Q, then Q is de ned as the convex combination of the true distributions, where each PMF P u+l is weighed by its relative duration in the block. It is easy to show that the contribution to the DR of this block is upper bounded by the entropy of the relative durations vector multiplied by m and normalized by the complete sequence length N. Since the vector consists of s components, we can bound the contribution of this block to the DR by R d x i+m i+1 ; A m log s N : (16) The DR of an N-tuple is the sum of the contributions of all segments hypothesized byT .
An Optimal Linear Per-Letter Complexity Scheme
The scheme presented in this section and denoted by W, uses Willems' linear weighting scheme 17], 18] to group transition paths into states in a diagram, but with di erent weight functions, corresponding to the scheme in 11]. It will be shown to achieve the lower bound on the redundancy, as opposed to Willems' scheme.
The idea of Willems' linear scheme is to implement the mixture method using a linear transition diagram that contains all possible transition paths, as illustrated in Figure 1 . This trellis reduces the exponential complexity and still enables weighting of all transitions paths. A directed path A box in the diagram represents a state. State s n at time n is de ned as the time instant of the most recent transition within the period 1 t n. Each state is assigned a weight G (x n 1 j s n ) associated with the subsequence x n 1 , in order to implement the weighting procedure. The probability assigned to x n 1 is the sum of the weights of all states in the diagram at time n.
G (x n 1 j s n ) : (17) We note that by de nition of a state, the diagram will always consist of n states at time n, that form a partition of all transitions paths into n disjoint sets.
The weight of a state is recursively de ned by the KT estimates and the transition rules of the trellis. The KT probability of letter x n at state s n is obtained, similarly as in The only two possible transitions from state s n at time n to state s n+1 at time n + 1 are the self transition, i.e., s n+1 = s n and s n+1 = n + 1, i.e., transition to the only new state formed at time n + 1 that assumes a source transition between time n and time n + 1. Associated with each such transition, there is a weight W tr (s n+1 j s n ), where W tr (s n+1 = s n j s n ) + W tr (s n+1 = n + 1 j s n ) = 1:
The weight of a state is therefore recursively updated by G (x n 1 j s n ) = Q (x n j s n ) 8 > < > : W tr (s n = s n?1 j s n?1 ) G x n?1 1 j s n?1 ; s n < n P n?1 j=1 W tr (s n = n j s n?1 = j) G x n?1 1 j s n?1 = j ; s n = n : (20) It is easy to see that the weight assigned to a state by this procedure is a weighted sum of the KT estimates assigned to all transition paths T 0 n of order n that lead to this state, 
By eqs. (23)- (26), we assign to each time n; 1 n < N, a distribution over the xed time t; t > n for the probability that the next transition occurs just before time t. The probability of source transition at time n+1 is the weight W tr (n + 1 j s n ), which is selected to decay as n ?(1+") , causing additional TR of (1 + ") log n=N if a true transition occurs at that point. We note that the above weights depend on the absolute time, instead of the relative time from the last transition as in (22) . This reduces the weight of a transition, and is justi ed by the assumption that the number of transitions is small. This also leads to a computational improvement. First, the self-transition weight can be calculated once using (26) for all self-transitions in eq. (20) . Furthermore, eq. (20) for s n = n reduces, using eq. (17), to G (x n 1 j s n = n) = Q (x n j s n ) W tr (s n = n j s n?1 < n) Q W x n?1
where W tr (s n = n j s n?1 < n) is the same for all s n?1 < n. The drawback of the scheme with these weights is that it is computationally more demanding than the scheme with Willems' weights.
Willems' weights attain pointwise redundancy higher than the lower bound, presented in ( 
We conclude this section with the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1: It is straightforward that this coding scheme satis es eq. (9) (see e.g. 17]), and weighs all possible transition paths. Therefore, the true path T is always included, and so, R d = 0 andT = T . The PR is upper bounded by (14) , withĈ = C, and thus attains the lower bound, as expressed by the rst term of (29). It is thus su cient to show that the TR attains the lower bound as well. We will show that R t x N ; W 1 N (C + ") log N + (C + 1) (1 + ") ? C log "] :
We will rst obtain W W (T ) using (26), and then upper and lower bound the partial sum C 1 ? C n ; 8n : 0 n < N, by approximating the sum by an integral. Finally, we will apply these bounds to the cumulative weight function W W (T ) and upper bound TR by ? log W W (T ) =N. 
We de ne W tr (s 1 = 1js 0 = t ?1 ) 4 = 1. The rst equality is obtained by taking the transition weights along T . The second equality is obtained by multiplication and division by the self-transition weights at points of true source transitions. We use the telescopic property of the rst product to obtain the last equality.
Approximating the in nite sum by an integral, we bound the partial sum C 1 ? C n by 
The last inequality is obtained by taking N as an upper bound on t i . This proves that the TR attains the lower bound, and therefore concludes the proof of the theorem.
A Decision Weighting Scheme
In this section we show that there exists a xed complexity scheme, based on the transition diagram of the linear per-letter complexity scheme, that achieves vanishing redundancy. The redundancy is of the order of the lower bound when the transitions are large. We refer to the new scheme as the decision weighting scheme (DW), and denote it by D. This scheme uses a data-dependent reduced-state transition diagram. It eliminates transition paths with low likelihood and it does not create a new state every time instant.
The scheme produces new states every k 1 time instants instead of every instant, in order to reduce the diagram's growth rate. This forms a partition of the data into N=k non-overlapping blocks of length k, and for each block only one state is created. The parameter k is a design parameter, that will be referred to as the block length. In order to keep the number of surviving states (and the computational complexity) xed, we assign to each state s a metric M (s), that determines the likelihood of transition within the block represented by s. States with low metric values are eliminated. The number of high metric surviving states S is the second design parameter of the algorithm. By de nition of the transition diagram, the set of surviving states de nes a set of surviving transition paths, and a transition path that leads to an eliminated state is said to be eliminated and not to exist in the diagram. The state number s represents the block number in which the most recent transition is assumed to have occurred. A state s; s > 1, that estimates transition at any time within the block it represents, is created at the block midpoint. The rst state s = 1 is naturally created at the rst time instant.
The metric of a state s is de ned as follows. Let n s (u) be the number of occurrences of the the letter u in block s. The empirical per-letter entropy of the block is obtained by
The The quantity M (s) measures the`distance' between the empirical distributions of blocks s ? 1 and s + 1. If M (s) is large then it is likely that a change has occurred within block s. It is well-known that M (s) serves as asymptotically optimal statistics for testing weather or not two sequences emerged from the same source 6], 23]. If M (s) is large the scheme will assume transition which will be referred to the midpoint of block s by state s in the trellis. Figure 2 illustrates the partitioning mechanism. The metric M (s) is non-negative for all s > 1, even if transition has not occurred. This can cause elimination of s = 1 if its metric had been de ned smaller, even when other transitions have not occurred. Since state s = 1 always represents a transition, we thus de ne its metric to be in nite.
The probability assignment scheme can be described by the state diagram shown in Figure   3 for k = 4 and S = 3. The diagram begins when all S high metric states already exist, i.e., in steady state. The boxes in the diagram denote the states, and the numbers in the boxes the block numbers of the most recent transitions assumed by the states. As in the linear scheme, each state is assigned a weight G (x n 1 j s n ) associated with the subsequence x n 1 . The weight of a state is recursively de ned by the KT estimates and the transition rules shown in the diagram. The KT probability of letter x n at state s n is obtained by
where the time n is the rst time instant after the last transition assumed by s n , which is de ned The transition rules and update procedures at each time point are de ned for three di erent cases as follows: 
(The weight of a previously eliminated state j is zero G x n?1 1 j j = 0 ). We note that the transition weights depend on the relative block number from the last transition instead of the absolute time, as in the linear scheme. The proof of Theorem 2 will be based on this de nition.
2. At the rst point of a new block n = mk+1; m 5 xed, at most a single state i is eliminated into another state j. The weight of i is added into the weight of j, which is the smallest state in the diagram that is still larger than i. Only the self-transition is performed from all other states.
3. At any other point n there are only self-transitions.
G (x n 1 j s n ) = Q (x n j s n ) G x n?1 1 j s n = s n?1
The elimination retains a xed number of states in the diagram. It also ensures that no more than one state of any three consecutive states remain in the diagram. This is done to avoid a situation where a single transition is represented by two or three states. If a transition occurs at the midpoint of block s, all three states s ? 1, s and s + 1 may have large metrics, and we only need to save one of them to represent the transition. We will therefore eliminate the states with the lower metric values among the three. The computation of the metric of state s requires delay of 1:5k time points, to obtain the empirical data of block s + 1. An additional delay of 2k points is required for computation of the metrics of s + 1 and s + 2, that are tested against s. Hence, every new state will exist at least 3:5k time points before it is tested for the rst time. Due to the delay of 3:5k time points between creation and the rst possible elimination of a state, the steady state diagram contains S + 3 states at time points of rst halves of partition blocks and S + 4 states at time points of second halves.
The elimination procedure at n = mk + 1 takes three stages of testing the metric of the state s, created at n ? 3 The probability assigned to the subsequence x n is obtained, as in the linear scheme, by the sum of the weights of all states that exist in the diagram at time instant n. Q D (x n 1 ) = X sn G (x n 1 j s n ) ; (46) where the notation P sn represents a sum over all states existing in the diagram at time instant n. In contrast to the linear scheme, this strategy does not satisfy the general mixture structure presented in eq. (9), but can be easily shown to yield a valid probability function.
The update procedure of the transition diagram is fully described in a ow-chart in Figure 4 .
The per-letter computational complexity of this scheme is O (S). Since we will assume a xed S, O (S) = O (1) . Every state stores occurrence counts of O (N), therefore, the storage complexity of the scheme is O (log N).
We conclude this section with two theorems that upper bound the pointwise and average re- where the parameter A will be a design parameter of the DW scheme. By substituting the block length of (50) 
The error exponent expresses the`size' of the`minimal' transition between adjacent segments of a PSMS. It can easily be shown that 0 E ( ) 2. The larger is E ( ), the larger is the`minimal' transition of the PSMS.
The divergence (relative entropy) D (P jjQ) between distributions P and Q is de ned as 
O ( ) denotes the order of , and o ( ) denotes order smaller than the order of .
The theorem demonstrates that we can achieve the order of the lower bound with a xed complexity scheme if the transitions are large enough, while for smaller transitions we can still achieve decaying redundancy. The proof of the theorem is presented in Appendix B. The bounds obtained are not tight. Tighter bounds of the same orders may be obtained by a much more complicated analysis than the one presented in Appendix B.
We note the di erent behavior of the average redundancy for di erent transition`sizes'. If E ( ) > 1=A, it is likely that there exists a surviving pathT , s.t.Ĉ = C and all transitions are estimated near their true locations. For large transitions, E ( ) > 2=A, the redundancy is mostly in uenced by the block partitioning, i.e., by estimating transitions only at block midpoints. This factor increases if the PSMS contains transition of in nite divergence, thus obtaining the second region of the bound. When the transitions are smaller, 1=A < ( ) 2=A, the redundancy is determined by the probability that the smallest transition is not detected near its true location. If the PSMS contains very small transitions, E ( ) 1=A, the scheme cannot ensure a good estimate of T , and thus, we obtain redundancy of higher order.
The condition that bounds the number of segments ensures that if the last transition is the smallest one, the scheme will still create a surviving state for it. However, the condition restricting to segments larger than O (k) is required only for mathematical convenience purposes. It obtains the very simple expressions for the error exponent and the PSMS divergence, presented above, but has no e ect on the nature of the results. Therefore, we can obtain bounds of the same order for PSMS's with shorter segments, but the mathematical representations of the error exponent and the PSMS divergence will become much more complex, and dependent on T . (Viewing the rst region of the upper bound, shorter segments will increase the low order term to be of the order of the rst term).
Block Codes
The DW scheme achieves low order redundancy for some PSMS's, while for others it achieves redundancy that vanishes very slowly as O (log log N= log N). It can be shown that the LZ-78 algorithm has a pointwise upper bound with the same rate. We desire a scheme that attains better redundancy for the second group of sources, for which the DW scheme performs poorly and does not achieve better rate than LZ. In this section we present such a scheme, that can be combined with the DW scheme in order to achieve the better redundancy for any PSMS. The new scheme is referred to as the block partitioning (BP) scheme and will be denoted by P. =Ĉ + 1). The idea is to choose the set fm b g that will give the fastest decay of the pointwise redundancy uniformly over all PSMS's. We will achieve decay rate slower than O (log N=N) but faster than O (log log N= log N).
From eq. (15) we obtain that there is no TR, since there is a single transition path and no weighting. The redundancy is therefore obtained by trading o the PR, which decreases with the block length sinceĈ decreases (eq. (14)), and the DR which increases with the block length, (eq. 
The BP scheme is very simple to implement and requires a single state only. Its per-letter computational complexity is O (1) and storage complexity O (log N).
We can easily combine the DW and the BP schemes into a combined scheme, denoted by C.
Obviously, the probability assignment We show that we achieve better performance with the new schemes and that the true redundancies are much smaller than the upper bounds. Figure 6 compares the redundancies of both linear schemes (Willems' scheme and the optimal one) for a sequence of length 1000, drawn by a PSMS of C = 3 transitions. We use the optimal scheme with " = 0:1 to obtain better redundancy than Willems' scheme. The true performance of both schemes is better than the upper bound of Theorem 1. The DW scheme is shown to perform better than the logarithmic scheme. Figure 7 demonstrates that the DW scheme achieves redundancy O (log N=N), even for transitions for which E ( ) is much smaller than 2=A. For the PSMS in the example E ( ) 0:068. Using block length k = 100, we have 2=A 0:4, but the DW still performs well. Using k = 400, we achieve higher redundancy, because transitions are estimated 400 points apart. The parameter S has no in uence on the performance of the DW scheme as long as there are enough surviving states, which is the case for the bottom curve. Since the DW has better redundancy than the BP, the combined scheme obtains the redundancy of the DW scheme. Since D ( ) 1:52, it is apparent that both curves representing the DW scheme attain much smaller redundancies than the upper bound of Theorem 3. This is because the bound is not tight. Figure 8 illustrate the case of a single small transition, in which the BP performs better than the DW. The redundancy of the DW is O (log log N= log N). Before the transition occurs, the DW attains better redundancy. Hence, the combined scheme achieves this redundancy. After the transition occurred, the DW starts to perform poorly, until some point, where its redundancy becomes higher than that of the BP. At that point, the combined scheme attains the redundancy of the BP. The redundancy of the BP is shown to be of O p log N=N .
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we investigated the problem of low complexity universal coding of a PSMS. We showed that the entropy of the source can be asymptotically achieved with xed complexity schemes, and that these schemes can attain redundancies that decay faster than those obtained by any known low complexity scheme for coding PSMS's. Speci cally, it was shown that the order of the lower bound can be achieved when the transitions in the statistics are large, and for smaller transitions the order of its square root is achieved. The lower bound itself was achieved by an optimal linear per-letter complexity scheme that was presented. Finally, all results were supported by simulations that showed that in practice all algorithms perform much better than the performance suggested by the analysis. All the schemes can be extended to more complex piecewise stationary sources using context tree coding schemes.
Appendix A { Proof of Theorem 2
We begin the proof of Theorem 2 with a lemma.
Lemma A.1 LetT be a transition path that is not eliminated from the transition diagram of the DW scheme, and letĈ be the number of transitions assumed byT . Then the pointwise TR is upper bounded as in (15) The rst equality is obtained by assigning weight for the path in each of theĈ + 1 estimated segments. Each such weight is a product of self transitions within the segment multiplied by the transition weight to the next segment. The last term naturally does not exist for the last segment.
We note that the number of points is bN=k + 0:5c instead of N since transitions only take place at block midpoints. The second equality is obtained by substituting the values of the weights using eq. (43). By the telescopic property of the products, we obtain the last equality. Taking (1 + ")Ĉ log N kĈ :
Using the last two equations, the bounds of (34) and the assumption thatbĈ > 1, we conclude the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2: We now use the lemma to prove Theorem 2. The heart of the proof is the choice ofT . LetT 4 = f1:5k + 1; 4:5k + 1; 7:5k + 1; : : :g. The pathT is a partition of N into blocks of length 3k. By de nition of the DW scheme, a state is never eliminated before it is used for coding at least 3:5k data letters. Hence, the pathT always exists in the transition diagram and thus can be used to estimate T . By de nition ofT , N= (3k) ?1 Ĉ N= (3k) + 1. Using eq. (14) To obtain the upper bound for the DR in the worst case where each transition contributes the most, we assume at most a single true transition in each block obtained byT . Since the blocks are of length 3k, the DR is bounded, using (16), by
Since R p is the dominant term, the theorem is proved.
Appendix B { Proof of Theorem 3
To prove Theorem 3, we address two di erent regions of the error exponent separately. For E ( ) 1=A, we simply use the upper bound of Theorem 2 that applies to the redundancy of any sequence, and thus can be applied to the average redundancy for PSMS's with small error exponent.
We now prove the upper bounds for the other three regions. To analyze the average redundancy we select a surviving pathT , that is most likely to be a good estimate of the true path T . This path is used to form a division of all data sequences drawn by the PSMS into two disjoint sets.
The rst is the set of N-tuples for whichT is a good estimate, i.e., all transitions are estimated near their true time unit. The second set contains all the other N-tuples. We then upper bound the probability of each set and the average redundancies of all N-tuples in the set. Summing up both terms we obtain an upper bound for the average redundancy.
LetT =T x N be an estimate of the true path T , s.t.T connects the C + 1 states of highest metric (including the rst state s = 1) andĈ = C. It is assumed as a condition of the theorem that C + 1 S. Hence, we will always have C + 1 states of highest metric, and therefore, this where R N (D j E) denotes the average N-th order redundancy given event E occurs. We can now treat each term separately to prove the theorem. We next present three propositions that upper bound di erent terms of (B.1), all assuming the conditions of the theorem. The proofs will be presented in Appendix C and Appendix D.
Proposition B. We will use the path S to estimate the transition paths of all N-tuples in F, for whichT is not a good estimate, andT to estimate the paths of N-tuples in F. Since the path S assumes the whole N-tuple is coded as a single stationary block, we can use eq. (16) The path S assumes no transitions. Therefore, using Lemma A.1 we obtain TR of O (log N=N) and using eq. (14) we obtain PR of the same order. Thus This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.
Appendix C { Proof of Proposition B.1
We begin the proof of Proposition B.1 with a few de nitions. We then present and prove a lemma, upon which we base the proof of the proposition. have metrics obtained by data of two di erent stationary segments. The DW scheme allows at most one of these three consecutive states to survive in the diagram and eliminates the other two.
By de nition of F, there existst i , s.t. t i ? t i > 2:5k. Thus, there is a transition t i , for which all these three states were eliminated. But sinceĈ = C, this transition has an estimate. This estimate must be at some block r, s.t. r and its neighboring blocks are entirely within a stationary segment, because all surviving states with metrics obtained from two di erent segments are associated with other true transitions. Since s i is eliminated and it is assumed the distance between transitions is larger than O (k), it must be that s i was eliminated because M (s i ) M (r). One of the blocks used to obtain M (r) may still overlap a block used for a metric of some s j , but s j 6 = s i since t i ? t i > 2:5k.
As a result of the lemma, we can bound Pr (F ) by where n (u) is the number of occurrences of letter u in block . Similarly, we de ne the empirical distribution of the concatenation of blocks and as
; 8u 2 :
The empirical per-letter entropies of a block and of a concatenation of two blocks are obtained by eqs. (36) and (37) The second inequality is obtained by applying the constraint of B ir , while the last equality is obtained by de nition of divergence and by expressing P ab (x) as 0:5 (P a (x) + P b (x)). The constrained minimization is performed using Lagrange multipliers. We de ne the functional J (P a It is straightforward to show that the Hessian metrix of J (P a ; P b ) w.r.t. P a (x) and P b (x) for x 2 is positive de nite. Hence the functional is convex and obtains the minimum where the rst derivatives are zeros. By di erentiation we obtain E (P i?1 ; P i ; P j ) ?2 log P x2 p P i?1 (x) P i ( If the last index of a vector is smaller than the rst, the vector will be the empty vector by de nition. Therefore, for every i either x i a or x i b must be the empty vector. The probability of the empty vector with any distribution will be de ned as 1. The nonempty vectors obtained from the C + 1 sets of the above three vectors are a complete parsing of the N-tuple into disjoint strings.
Hence, we can express the DR as the sum of the contributions of all these vectors, where the contribution of is zero. Finally, the empirical distribution of vector x i 6 = is de ned as P i (u) 4 = n i (u) i ; 8u 2 ;
where n i (u) is the number of occurrences of u in x i . Figure D .1 demonstrates the de nitions presented above. Each sting x i is noted by its length i .
Qi-1 Qi
Pi-2 Pi Pi+1
Qi-1 Qi Figure D .1: typical occurrence of event F and its e ect on the estimated distributions. The dark line represents the time axis, that is partitioned into strings, whose length is noted above the dark line. The true distributions of the segments are noted by P and the distributions assigned to the hypothesized segments by the selection ofT are noted by Q. In diagram (A) t i > t i and in diagram (B)t i < t i . In both diagramst i?1 < t i?1 andt i+1 > t i+1 .
We can now use the above de nitions to de ne the distributions Q i that the pathT assigns to each of its hypothesized segments. For convenience, we de ne where P i is the true distribution of segment i. The distributions P ?1 and P C+1 need not be de ned, since they will always be multiplied by zero. Figure D .1 illustrates the true and the hypothesized distributions around transition t i for both casest i > t i andt i < t i . In both diagrams we assume a i?1 > 0 and b i+1 > 0.
We can now represent the DR of x N 2 F as the sum of C + 1 terms (one for each segment), each consists of two terms, the rst is the contribution of vectors a, b and the second of vector c. Proof of Lemma D.2: We prove the rst inequality, but the same analysis can be performed to prove the second. We rst upper bound the expression log (P i?1 (x) =Q i (x)) for x 2 where P i+1 (x) > 0.
log P i?1 (x) Q i (x) = log P i?1 (x) 1 A i a i P i?1 (x) + c i P i (x) + b i+1 P i+1 (x)] (D. 19) c i A i log P i?1 (x) P i (x) + b i+1 A i log P i?1 (x) P i+1 (x) log P i?1 (x) P i (x) + o (1) :
The rst inequality is obtained by Jensen's inequality and the second by the assumption that transitions are larger than O (k) apart, thus O (A i ) > O (b i+1 ). We now show that we can obtain the same bound when P i+1 (x) = 0. We de ne B i 4 = a i + c i .
log P i?1 (x) Q i (x) = log The idea is to create the concatenated strings x i ua and x i bv , s.t. the rst will contain all the letters right before the i-th true transition and the second the letters right after the transition, for all x N 2 N . By using this notation, we can generalize the analysis for R i and average over x N . We x + log x (see 5]) is then used to obtain (D.28). Finally, we discard all data letters independent of x ua and x bv and realize that the distributions of x ua and x bv are P i?1 and P i respectively (eq. (D.29)), and hence we obtain the sum of divergences in (D.30) multiplied by the length of the strings 2:5k, concluding the proof of (D.9).
Appendix E { Proof of Theorem 4
To prove Theorem 4 we rst need to upper bound the number of blocks B. We then use this bound to upper bound both the PR and the DR. We conclude the proof of Theorem 4 by summing up the last two upper bounds.
